TO OUR SOUL FAMILY AROUND THE WORLD: STARSEED <> WORLD SERVERS <> LIGHT WARRIORS OF PEACE<>
OUR VISION IS: <>TO BEGIN NOW <> AT THIS TIME AND THIS PLACE <> TO CREATE A SANCTUARY OF LOVE <>
PEACE <> WISDOM <> JOY <> HARMONY. WELCOME TO LIGHTSTATION12 <> RENO, NEVADA USA

We have created LIghtstation12 as a nonprofit organization to build and maintain a spiritual community
dedicated to providing classes, training, and resources to assist you in your spiritual growth, evolution and
achieving Self-mastery. We are a group of elders, who have been engaged in studying, and teaching spiritual
and metaphysical principles for many years. Eventually, there will be Spiritual Light Stations all over the
world. Not massive edifices costing millions of dollars but small clusters of buildings, many shapes, and sizes,
situated in natural settings and honoring Mother Nature. The focus will be on honoring all of creation and all
uplifting, loving and empowering modes of worship and harmonious living. In our Light Station, we envision
a day camp for young children; there will be animals to pet and enjoy watching. There will be music, singing
and drum circles, along with a multitude of spiritual classes and healing modalities. Join us in our vision to
create our small, unique "future paradise on Earth." All denominations are welcome, and anyone who has a
desire to become "Heart Centered and Soul Focused" with a desire to serve humanity and honor the Earth.
Eternal love and angel blessings to all of you, our dear Soul Family. Ronna and the LIGHTSTATION12 TEAM.

<><><><><><>
<>1ST WORLD SERVERS <> LIGHT STATION 12<>
<>SACRED SITE PORTAL MEDITATION AND CRYSTAL ACTIVATION CEREMONY<>
PROGRAM: 12:00 NOON – 2:00 PM
SPECIAL CHANNELED MESSAGES FROM <> STEVE MOYER <> <>RONNA VEZANE <>
<>RENE JENKINS <> SACRED SOUND
RANDALL MONK <> SACRED SITE PORTAL MEDITATION
AND CRYSTAL ACTIVATION CEREMONY

DATE: SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th, 2022
WHERE: 14080 N. RED ROCK RD. RENO, NV.
VISIT WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

REGISTER: https://lightstation12.com/
<>A 501c(3) NON-PROFIT CORPORATION<>

DONATIONS: : https://lightstation12.com/donation-page/
<> FOR A DONATION OF $5.00 (OR MORE) <>

<> For our “Soul Family friends” who live in other areas around the world: If you wish to participate in the
activation ceremony at LIGHTSTATION 12, we will choose a crystal for you. It will be programmed with your
name and location and included in the “ACTIVATION CEREMONY.” We would love to have your loving
energy meld with ours, as we activate this Sacred Spiritual Site, and we all received a Memory Seed Atom
of our new Divine Blueprint in return. PLEASE BE SURE TO GIVE US THE “NAME FOR YOUR CRYSTAL”

<><><><><><>
WISDOM TEACHINGS FROM ARCHANGEL MICHAEL <> OCTOBER 2022
TRANSMITTED THROUGH RONNA * SACRED SCRIBE

<> THE GODDESS : THE FEMININE ASPECT OF THE CREATOR <>
Beloved masters, the Feminine qualities of the Creator or the Goddess Energy is the most
predominant Force on Earth during this time of the Great Shift of the Ages. The Goddess is here to initiate
the return to harmony; balance and harmony within all things, beginning with the balanced energies,
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attributes, qualities, and virtues of our Father/Mother God.
The middle path within the holographic thought form and the structure of polarity and duality is
becoming more and more apparent. Many diverse Facets of Creation are moving deeper into the

process of reunification. It is apparent at every level throughout the universe and especially on planet
Earth. One of the most important facets within the “Shift of the Ages” is the return of the Divine Goddess
and the reunification of the masculine and feminine qualities and attributes of our Father/Mother God.

The Universe is composed of millions of vibrational and frequency patterns, all of which
originated from the heart / mind of the Supreme Creator. All that ever has been or ever will be is
stored within the Core Essence of ALL-THAT-IS. When the Supreme Creator stirred and brought forth
the desire to experience more of ITSELF, through the creative dynamics of manifestation, the first
separation and individualized manifestation was the masculine/feminine, positive /negative; or the
vibrations of opposites called polarity.
The Father/Mother energies came together again, which created a combustive or explosive
force field and thereby created the son and daughter White Fire Memory Seed Atoms (or the SUN
Aspects). This is the Sacred Triad, the triangle, the sacred three of esoteric teachings. The
Father/Mother Creator energies expanded into twelve great Beings in our sub-universe. Our solar
system resonates to the harmonics of seven; however, it is now in the process of returning to the
Galactic harmonics of twelve.
The strongest force in the Omniverse is the LOVE FORCE which is radiated through the Essence
of the feminine or GODDESS energy of the Creator. First, the masculine Essence of the Creator brings
forth “SEEDS” of new creation within ITS mind, resulting in a Divine Blueprint which is then enfolded
within the LOVE CORE or the emotional nature of the Goddess Essence. A wondrous and magnificent
process is thereby initiated resulting in creations beyond your greatest imaginings. You, as humans,
are one of those magnificent creations.
A wondrous time has come, a time for which we have long waited. Yes, you too have awaited
the arrival of this blessed event even though you knew not what it was. The focus for many thousands
of years has been on God as the Father, and you have sought to embody his dominant virtues and
attributes: power, will, wisdom, truth, and valor. Now it is time for the Goddess, your Mother God,
to radiate the fullness of her love, compassion, creativity, and wisdom throughout this Sub-Universe.
Every Facet of Creation is being touched and affected by this awesome gift.
Just as surely as you came forth into the world from the cradling warmth of your mother’s
womb, so did we all burst forth as Spirit from the womb of our Divine Mother God. From our Father
God’s Divine Mind Essence came White Fire Seed Atoms of creation, which were radiated forth into
the heart center/core – the Cosmic Womb – of our Mother God’s Being. Then through their unified
desire, we were radiated forth into individualized consciousness — spiritual expressions of such great
and complex variety, it is beyond comprehension.
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We have explained to you, over these many past years, how the Rays of cosmic consciousness
have changed colors as well as frequencies during each ROOT RACE AND SUB-ROOT RACE ERA / AGE ––
how they have been increased or diminished in force depending on the new Divine Blueprint, what
was needed at the time, or what was to be experienced and integrated within a certain era of
humanity’s passage through the many Ages.
You also have heard of the Golden Ray, which represents and carries the radiance, virtues,
and attributes of our Father God; and of the Silver Ray, which radiates the reflective virtues of our
Mother God. We tell you now, this Silver Ray is just a minuscule Facet of her awesome power and
radiance. The new energy that is now pouring down upon the Earth and humanity has been called
the Platinum Ray, the Diamond Ray, and the Crystalline Ray, but no matter what you call it, it cannot
describe the magnificence of this miraculous gift that is being given to all Creation.
It is the memory of the perfect love of your Mother God, described by the ancients as the
“Holy Spirit,” that you have yearned for and sought throughout these many ages, precious ones. A
place within your heart center has ached – that could not be filled by anything or anyone in the
physical expression. The time has come for that place to be filled to overflowing with her
unconditional love, compassion, strength, and purity – all you have to do is remove the insulation
from around your heart/Soul chamber – your Sacred Heart – and allow her radiance to enter.
I hear the whispers in your minds, beloveds, “But am I worthy?” We tell each and every one
of you, yes, you are worthy — no reservations, no exceptions. Yes, the Universal Laws are enforced
here as with everything, laws which will determine through your vibrational frequencies how much
of this energy you will be able to integrate. But without exception, it is available to all, and eventually,
a White Fire Seed Atom of this rarified love potion will be ignited within every heart, and in every
corner and Facet of Creation. It cannot be otherwise, for it has always been there; however, it
became diminished in radiance each time you sank deeper into the density of the material planes of
consciousness.
You see, it is time for reunification at all levels, from the highest to the lowest; therefore, the
attributes, aspects and virtues of the Mother Creator will be the dominant force in this Sub-Universe
until a balance between your Divine masculine and feminine Nature is once more attained. Your DNA
is encoded with Divine love, compassion, and creativity, as well as the strength, power, and the will
to create, which were passed on to all sentient Beings by our spiritual parents. This is a vital
component in attaining Unity Consciousness once more.
We have focused on and tried to explain why so many of you are experiencing distress,
discomfort, and uncertainty, and yet, at other times a sense of great joy, wonder and expectation
well up from within. Some are calling it the Light Workers’ syndrome, and this is an appropriate title.
Here again, you cannot even begin to comprehend what is happening to you and your Earth, as well
as this Sub-universe and the entire Universe.
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You are mutating as your DNA strands are unbundled and activated, and your brain is slowly
being refined and upgraded. You are also reconnecting to your cosmic lineage as you move along
the skeins of time, back to the time when you separated from your Fifth-Dimensional Sacred Triad
and began your journey into the density of the Fourth- / Third-dimensional realms of materiality.
Envision the column of Light that your spinal column has become or is becoming, and see it
move down into the crystalline core of the Earth. Then observe the expanded sensation you feel as it
extends out of your crown chakra until it connects with your Fifth-Dimensional Sacred Triad. Now
envision other smaller beams projecting out horizontally from your column of Light as they touch
and merge with individual Souls in physical embodiment — your Soul / Star family here on Earth with
you.
These energy projections are not the same as those you extended to others in the past, in the
Third-Dimensional expression. Those projections were attachments which were intended to control,
possess, or siphon energy. The Rays of Light you are now projecting carry the virtues of unconditional
love, compassion and unity.
Observe the Rays of energy you have projected, which are part of you, and the radiance you
are reclaiming, as they connect with your Soul family on the earthly planes of consciousness, as well
as with the masters, angelic Beings, and those with whom you have a great affinity. Yes, see your
beam of Light connecting and merging with my energy, and with that of the other beloved
archangels, as well as those of every great Being you know and recognize, and even some you do not
remember.
The time will come when you will be ready to merge, in full consciousness, into the heart
center of our Father/Mother God within this Sub-Universe. This will occur in the far distant future,
but we assure you, it will happen. For now, allow yourselves to get used to the idea that you are
becoming multidimensional Beings of Light.
You are projecting your essence, the unique Being you have become, into the realms of the
higher inner-dimensions and out into the solar system and galaxy. You are following your own
individual path homeward — journeying back through the past toward your glorious future.
Beloveds, when anyone speaks of a coming or predicted event in a negative way, why not
give them another viewpoint, another possibility or probable future? Ask them to help us manifest
the highest outcome so that you may experience this transition into the Light with joy, ease, and
grace. It is a time of golden opportunities – do not miss out on the gifts that are being offered you.
Know that I am with you as you expand into the Light and reclaim your rightful place as a beloved
child of our Mother/Father God. I AM Archangel Michael.
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*** RONNA VEZANE / SACRED SCRIBE ** www.StarQuestMastery.com As transmitter of this article
I, Ronna Herman Vezane, claim the universal copyright in the name of Archangel Michael. Personal
sharing with friends, or posting on websites and in publications is permitted as long as the information is
not altered, excerpted, or added to, and credit of authorship and my website address is included:
www.StarQuestMastery.com

PEARLS OF INSPIRATION:

<><><><><>

<><>
AS YOU PROGRESS ON THE PATH OF EN-LIGHTEN-MENT, YOUR RELATIONSHIPS WILL CHANGE, OFTEN DRAMATICALLY.
THEY WILL NO LONGER BE BASED ON EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT. YOU WILL NO LONGER TRY TO MANIPULATE PEOPLE
EMOTIONALLY, AND YOU WILL NOT ALLOW PEOPLE TO MANIPULATE YOU. YOU CEASE TO PLAY THE EMOTIONAL CORD, PUSHPULL DANCE, OF THE LOWER-DIMENSIONAL REALITY. THE HEART CHAKRA BECOMES THE DOMINANT FORCE BETWEEN THE FULL
SPECTRUM CHAKRA SYSTEM. YOU ARE IN THE PROCESS OF CREATING A UNIFIED FORCE FIELD OF HARMONIOUS ENERGY.
<><>
ANY SOUL ON EARTH WHO HAS A DESIRE TO EARNESTLY PRAY TO GOD OR SEND LOVING ENERGY TO OTHERS,
AUTOMATICALLY SENDS A FACET OF THEIR SOUL INTO THE FIFTH-DIMENSIONAL ETHERIC WORLD PYRAMID. IT IS A GATHERING
PLACE OF ALL SOULS. YOU COULD CALL IT A CELESTIAL CATHEDRAL – A PLACE TO COMMUNE WITH OUR FATHER/MOTHER GOD,
THE GREAT BEINGS OF LIGHT, AND THE ANGELIC FORCES. ALMOST EVERY SOUL ON EARTH HAS MOMENTS WHEREBY THEY FEEL
OR RADIATE PURE UNCONDITIONAL LOVE TO SOMEONE. THAT “SPARK OF LOVE” BECOMES AN ETHERIC REPLICA OF THAT PERSON
AND IT TAKES UP RESIDENCY WITHIN THE WORLD PYRAMID.
<><>
THE WORLD PYRAMID IS A MID-WAY STATION FOR OUR SOUL-SELVES. OUR GOOD DEEDS ARE STORED WITHIN THE
TREASURY OF LIGHT STOREHOUSE WITHIN THE WORLD PYRAMID. THERE IS A HARVESTING OF GOOD DEEDS EVERY YEAR, AND
OUR LOVING THOUGHTS AND DEEDS ARE MAGNIFIED AND STORED THERE EVERY YEAR. THE GREATER PORTION IS MELDED WITH
CREATOR LIGHT TO BE USED TO CREATE THE GREATEST GOOD FOR ALL HUMANITY. WE RECEIVE OUR SPECIAL GIFTS AND DIVINE
DISPENSATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH WHAT WE HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE STOREHOUSE OF LIGHT.

Transmitted through RONNA VEZANE <> *STAR*QUEST* www.StarQuestMastery.com
<><><><><><><
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